
Client and Audience · 
Audiences are people who are interested in the PERSEPOLS movie or PERSEPOLIS graphic novel.

Design Research:
Persepolis is the poignant story of a young girl in Iran during the Islamic Revolution. It is through the eyes of 
the precocious and outspoken 9-year-old Marjane. The film is presented in the black-and-white style of the 
original graphic novels (comic book). Simple black-and-white images are effective and bold. The present-day 
scenes are shown in color, while sections of the historic narrative resemble a shadow theater show. It also 
is a deeply affecting tale of the power of resilience and an unflagging sense of humor through the worst of 
situations. It’s a movie mixed with both personal experiences as well with cruel reality and humor. 

Design Goals / Objectives
The objective is to create the massage and the feel of the Persepolis movie by using typography.

Design Layout and Development 
The Whole book shows what is in the movie. This story includes childhood, growing up, war, revolution, 
Political Unrest, immigration, family, love, and death. I converted the visual elements, music, motion, and 
rhythm of the movie to typography in this book.  I used Franklin Gothic to show Marjane’s boldness and the 
cruel reality in Iran’s society.  Also, Franklin Gothic is a sanserif that matches the humor and the visual style of 
the animated movie. It’s black and white but present pages are in color. I used a texture similar to the textures 
used in the movie. The texture shows the context of society. The black box shows all the limitations in the 
society. The folded poster includes the best active pages of the book in two parts, “story of a childhood” on 
the front, and the “story of return” on the back.

Print Production 
Book Size: 6 X 8.5 inches
The book size is the same as the Graphic novel books.

Outcome
I created a grid, and then I had to break the grid to show the expressions and the mood of the movie. After 
designing the book I checked and edited the grid to create more consistency.
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